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Abstract

The common minor scale kink-zones of upper levelB of rke Furulund BckiBts
of ea3rern Norwegian Sulitjelma generally do not occur in conjugate pailB;
usually only the member with northwest dipping axial plane is 6evelope6
alckouZn at lower levels rarely bork conjugate pairs and single members occur.
The kink -onez fit the simple shear mechanism of development proposed by
Dewey and Roberts. The upper kink-zones are characterised by a well-devel
oped metamorphic differentiation structure resulting from the juxtaposition
of zones alternately rich in mica and quartz. In many ok the kink-zones the
mica-rich zones are bent by smaller scale folds unknown elsewhere in the
region bur which are geometrically conjugate ro the minor-scale structure in
which they lie. Although they clearly are later than the kink-zones ir is judged
that they are directly related to them.

Introduction

The BrrucruleB with which rniB accounr is concerned are cleveloped in the
structurally higher levels of the low-grade quartz-mica schists of the eastern
edge of the central metamorphic core of the Scandinavian Caledonides ar Nor
wegian Sulitjelma. The rocks of the area of kink-zone and metamorphic diffe
rentiation development (generally east of Lomivann, Fig. 1) are of nvo rnain
lithologies, black quartz-muscovite pkvllireB (Bome KornoBeneouB and Bvnie wirk
well-developed tkin semi-pelitic layers) and volcanic-chloritic rocks with rnuck
marble (Vogt, 1927; Nicholson, 1966). Differentiation i8 most marked in tolds
of distinct kink-zone style, the differentiation layering alonZ the Icinlc-^one
sometimes being so well-developed that ar first 3iZkc ir leBernble3 bedding.

Development of kiiill-xone» and MttelentiHtiol» F^rnoture

1. ok rke Kinlc-20lie8 deBcribed kere kave norrkwe3r dippinZ axial

planeB (liZ. ?) and axeB plunZinZ ea3t ok norrk (regional dipB ok beddinZ and

!) Department of Geology, University of Manchester, England.
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Fig. 1. Outline map of the Sulitjelma region; inset rectangle east of Lomivann limits
area in which observations were made. Scale in kms.

schistosity are northerly). At other levels than that at the east end ok Lomivann
the orker rnember of the con)uZare set sometimes is developed on its own
and occasionally both members are present- Here we are concerned with a level
just below the amphibolites of Sulitjelma (Vogt, 1927, Kautsky, 1953) some
10 km long in which only the northwest dipping minor scale member is pre
sent. From west ro east at this level there is a gradual decrease in metamorphic
gråde (Vogt, 1927); the most angular iiinlc-^oneB are 6evelope6 in the lo^v
grade rocks to the east while to the west end of Lomivann the apparent
equivalents are of somewhat different style but basically the same geometry
our wirnour anZuiar ninZeB. 3uck k0163 are associated with one another in what
in the field were described a8 stacked folds in which half a dozen or so folds

of the same size and sense of overturn occur together. No conjugate arrange
ments at all are known in the west.

The sharply angular style ok the eastern kink-zones developed in the finely
schistose rocks of the east Lomivann area is replaced by a rounder style where
more thickly constructed layers are reached and a kink-zone may die out against
a thick sequence of such rocks while being able to grow through a bed a few
centrimetres thick.

i5cornrnon Icink-2oneB (?arerBon anci 1966, 352) me margin
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Fig. 2. Sketch of thin section of east Lomivann black phyllite marked metamorphic
differentiation; later folding of suitably oriented micaceous laminae. A part of the

area of tkiz sketch is shown in fig. 1. Scale mark 1.0 mm.
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Fig. 3. Black phyllite of fig. 2 showing detail of differentiation structure and its
folding. Scale mark 0.5 mm.

about bisects the angle between bedding and schistosity inside and outside the
kink-zone (bedding and schistosity are about parallel in this region and equi
valent to the primary composite banding of Roberts, 1966, 833). The kink
zones often lie at about 30° to 40° to this primary banding and generally are
no more than 10 cm. thick. On favourable outcrops the kink-zones can be seen
to be little more than 2 to 3 m square, throughout being characterised by
continuity of the inherited structure through the kink-zone.

2. As described below the kink-zones often have a finely layered appearance
rnar on clvße examinarion is Been to reßulr from the x,reßence of rnica-rick and

mica-poor layers developed across the primary banding and parallel to the
kink-zone margin. Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 show exampleß of the laveres structure
present in the kink-zones of Norwegian Sulitjelma. The sequence of repeating
elements of the structure, quartz-rich and mica-rich layers, may be 20-30 cm
ckiclc, the rkiclcneßß of the kinli>2one it3elt. The lavere6 Brrucnire is found only
in the finely foliated (or schistose) semi-pelitic rocks, stopping as massively
chloritic or psammitic and more broadly bent layers are reached; behaviour
vvkick is perkecriv un6eißran6adle wken it seen that the two elements ok the
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Fig. 4. Quartz-mica differentiation in east Lomivann black phyllite. Folding later than
«5 development; nere aklectinZ dotn anart^-rick as neil as mica-ricn lavers.

Scale mark 0.5 mm.

secondary structure are constructed krom different parts of the small folds
within the kink-zone- Clearly only material which can fold on ckis small Bcale
can give rise to it. As Figs. 2 to 6 show the Sulitjelma kink-zones are yet more
complex for the cktteremiation strucnire ingeit is k016e6.

Fig. 2 of a section normal to the kink-band axis (and to the axes of the
larger of the microscopic-scale folds seen in this figure and the photomicro
grarik of Fig. 3) shows the schistosity of the black phyllites passing through
the 6ikkerenciacion layelß. Where mica is prepon6eranc, sckißcoßicy ließ at an
acute angle to the layer while in quartz-rich zones schistosity lies more or less
normally across the band. This layered differentiation structure was described
first by Clough (1897) and its units were called strain bands by him. The short
limbs of the Sulitjelma kink-zones are composite therefore, being made of
several almost microscopic sets of folds or stram bands through which continu
icy of kabric is preserved as it is on the larger scale ok the kink-zone. Since
cke layered structure lies along a kink-zone it follow» that the limbs ok the
small folds making up the structure are strictly parallel to neither the long
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Fig. 5. Metamorphic differentiation structure in kink-band of black phyllite (trending
gently upwards from left to right) and folds of this structure (trending more steeply

upwards from right to leit).

limb of the kink-zone nor to the average attitude of the short limb, bork limbs
have been 6eiolme6. Also it is clear that the kink-zone margin is not the
bisector of the angle ber^veen primas banning acrim6eß inside and outzi^e
of the small folds (Fig. 2). In some xvavß rkeße small kc>l6B of abouc e<^ual limd
length are comparable in style with chevron folds, in this case kowever,
unequal thicknesses of the primary banding in different limbs allows the axial
plane to be nearer one set of liinbß rkan the orker.

3. Figs. 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6 show not only the differentiation structure
typical of Sulitjelma kink-zones but also folds of this structure while Fig. 3
shows the pattern of Fig. 2 over a wider wne of the same rock. The folds ok

micaceous elements clearly are later than the differentiation structure. They
have the same sense of rotation over the whole of the kink-zone (being on
rkar 3cale of conjuZare motion with it), while on the small scale the relation

ship is of alternately conjugate and non-conjugate motion. The two fold systems
are not contemporary of course; all member of one set are earlier rkan all of

rke other. Functionally the second set are kink-zones also although they are
not tabular bur occur only within thin mica-rich zones. Examples of the geo
metric relations between rke two sets are given in Fig. 7 parts 2, 3 and 4.
The angle between the minor and microscopic scale developments varies
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Fig. 6. Kink-type fold in Lomivann black phyllites with set ot crenulations whose axial
traces lie along the trace of the minor-scale fold (along direction of pen) and a sub
sidiary and crossing set (along 6irection of pencil), restricte^ to the axial zone of the fold.

considerably from one example to another although most commonly the angle
is about 50°, as in Fig. 7, parts 3 and 4, 80 that the two "kink-zones" are at
an acute angle to one another over the presumed maximum principal stress.

Fig. 2 provides an interesting example of the way in which differentiation
miZnc upser the ot6sllv development of Icinlc-kol6 sets for the new planar
structure is less easily kinked than the rock from which it formed- Secondly
it illustrates the way in which the quartz-poor regions even when scronZiv
folded cannot 6evelor, the type of modal variation r,oBsible in the initial
quartz-mica schist. The pseudo-conjugate structure is developed only in the
Icinlc-bancls tnemselves and on the scale 6eBclibe6 aoove råtner as if it could

form oniv on the transposed schistosity of the kink-bands. In spite of the
oovious age difference the writer regards the two fold sets as being almost as
closely related as truely conjugate structures.

Genesis of kink-zones and differentiation structure

1. Historically there have been two sources of interest in kink-like structures,
lilsriv the natural occurrences of zuck srrucrures in rock on a niinor fold scaie

and secon<llv the development of Zeometricailv simiiar arranZements in de
formed crystals; both enquiries date back into the last century. The most
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1 2

3 4
Fig. 7. 1. Poles to kink-zones, east Lomivann. 2, 3 and 4. Traces of crenulation planes
for three rock specimens from east Lomivann. 1, main member with circle showing
bedding (and schistosity) intersection with crenulation plane (and thus with kink-zone).

recent and most developed investigations of the second sort are those of a
group at the University of Calilfornia concerned in the first piace with caicite
(for example, Turner, Griggs and Heard, 1954); from ckig study have Zroxvn
analytic and experimental studies of geometrically similar rock Btlucmreß
(Patterson and Weiss 1962; Heard, Turner and Weiss 1965; Patterson and
Weiss 1966). Amongst the latest studies based on the field examination of
kink-zones and in both cases using analytical roaiß developed by Flinn (1962),

2, subsidiary member, developed only in kink-zones of type 1.
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are accounts by Dewey (1965) and Roberts (1966). As Roberts has very recently
poinred out ckere are Bud3canrial 6ikterenceß in tke conclußionß reached in these
two ways for botn Dewey and Roberts accept an important class of kink
Btrucrur« produced by simple shear while the Californian school propose that
tke same class of structures are the plcxluccß of den6-gli6ing.

The slirer finds the geometric arguments of Dewey and Roberts compelling
and rnuß accepts ckac B«nie Kink-Toneß are produced by simple shear and that
those produced by bend-glide (flexural slip is an alternative nåme for this
mechanism) should have dislocations on the margins; thus continuity of struc
ture through the kink-zone is one piece of evidence in favour of the simple
shear mechanism. Ik this mechanism is accepted then such kink-zones in rock
are more comparable to the slip domains of calcite described by Heard, Turner
and Weiss (1965), rather ckan the kink-zones of calcite. Basically the difference
of opinion concerns the character of the stram in the marginal planes of kink
zones; all recognise the need for stram there tkat is compatible with the stram
regimes on both sides. Dewey and Roberts point out, however, that it is not
cnough that such compatibility be present at the end of development of the
3rrucrule but that it must exist throughout so to preserve the continuity ok
the earlier 6evelope6 arrangement to typical of kinlcToneß. It is on this need
that they decide the inadequacy of bend-glide of flexural slip mechanism kor
structures like those described here from Sulitjelma- At Sulitjelma as kor the
Dalradian rocks described dv Roberts there is an absence of the structure
necessary to define the strain in detail. Again like the Dalradian rocks, how
ever, there is an absence also of the contemporary structures which might sug
gesttriaxial stram which therefore is accepted as substantially biaxial.

The simple shear mechanism of kink-zone development does not seem to
provide any sufficient reason why the kink Tone margin should commonly
bisect cke angle between primary banding inside and outside the kink-zone.
It this relationship is regarded as common and revealing cken ckiß is a defici
ency in cke theory. Dewey, however, has described folds (for instance 1965,
Fig. 17 B) in which the kink-zone margin is far from bisecting the banding
angle Thus it is not absolutely clear that near equality of angle is especially
Bignikicant altkougk it is reported dy Patterson and Weiss as rypical of
their experimental results (1966, Fig. 6) and certainly occurs in the Lomi
vann examples. Roberts (1966, 847) clearly supposes tkat the primary
danding of the Bkort limd nill not be rotated xvken it has reached a portion
normal to the maximum principal stress; on his simple model of kink-zone
folds this is achieved when the two angles from the kink-zone margin to the
banding on either side are equal. Such an end to rotation seems obvious in the
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komoZeneouB strain investigated by Flinn (1962) but not 80 obvious in zones

of Bimple Bkear in which the ban6inZ Buppo3edlv is meckanically passive.
As Roberts BuZZeBtB (1966, 851) rke appearance of only one member of the

porenrial conjuZare set mixkr reBulr from a stress field oblique to the composite
banding. Kehle (1964, p. 284) has proposed for fractures a slightly different
contexc in which there might be unequal development of rke members of a
conjugate set, viz. that the local stress field might be symmetric while the far

stress kiel6 in general miZnr not be 80 and thus that the work necessary to
cauBe viltual 6iBpl2cemenr on one member of a conjugate set would be less
tk2n rn2t neceB32ry on the orker. Lorn 2lZumentB miZnc 2PPI7 nere 28 the
kink BrrucrureB Been ro have korrne6 late in a thrusting episode and the far
field stress field then presumably was nor symmetrical

2. It has been suggested that the differentiation Btrucrule developed by the
6ikkuBion of quarr- from niZnly Btl2ine6 -oneB tollo^ed by precip^tion in
adjacent less strained oneB so rn2r modal variation was Pw6uce6 in a once
homogeneous rock (Nicholson, 1966, Roberts, 1966, p. 850). The structures
which define the quartz and mica-rich zones clearly are part of the minor-scale
kinks and coeval with them. The inner complexity of the kink-zones seems to
have been early in development for ik the kink-zone long limbs are undeformed
during much of kink development and a simple shear mechanism operative
(both suggested by Dewey (1965, p. 470-471) and Roberts (1966, p. 841)) rken
simple shear must be responsible for it roo and rkere is no re2Bon ro separate
its time of development from that of he kink-zone itself. Since quartz diffusion
preBum2blv is a rel2rivelv slow procen ir seems that the kink-zones themselves

6i6 nor 2ckieve rkeir kiniBke6 form 2bruprlv. In 266irion ir is easier to suppose
ck2r the lcinlc^one Bt2lte6 nirk itB present wi6rk l2rkel rk2n Zre^ wider 25
Paterson and Weiss (1966, p. 367) suggest; in this way all the component
zones have the same time for development (clearly they have the same struc
tural character).

There is no evidence at Lomivann for migration of quartz beyond the major
liinlc.2oneB; c^u2rrT veinB are not common and rkose rkar do occur show no
special distribution with respect to them. Since the differentiation structure
is always on the same scale and does not occur much magnified in bigger folds
ir is cle2l rk2t con6itionB for itB development are Buit2ble only in the small
folds, perhaps because bork the contrast and degree of stram necessary to
produce such quartz migration in schistose quartz - mica fabric only takes
place on this scale.

dlouZK (1897, 22) 6e3cribed rke development ok clikkerenri2rion 23 2N

ex2mple ok ". . . rke l2n rk2r in rke tkinned limbB czu2rt-oBe p2ltB ok rke b2nds
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diminish in quantity, while the micaceous remain the same or increase," and
Dewey (1956, 475) has already suggested quartz mobility in kink-zones
although he 6i6 not relare it closely to the development ok strain-bands. Al
though Clough (1897, 20) like Dewey (1965, 486) and Rast (1965, 89),
6oeB seem to suppose that some of rke mica of the Cowal kink-zones is new
(rkuB BuppoBinZ mobility of irz componentB) it is clear rkar the 2tciru6e of
80me of it fits the mica of the pre-strain-band schistosity as in the example of
Fig. 2 for Clough writes (1897, 20) that "mica in the slips [stram slips or
strain-bands] is not always quite parallel to the sides ok the slips, bur has a
small angle, approximately that at which the earlier banding {and usually
schistosity (Clough 1897, 9)] approaches the slips." This description fits the
common case 6eBcri!)e6 above where rnere is a conrinuouH mica kabric rnrouZn
moth the mica and quartz-rich zones. Later development as propoBe6 by N.or>ei-r8
(1966, 850) may include the growth of a mica-felt along the kink-zone margin
as Dewey (1965,486) and Rast (1965,90) have ealiier suZZeBre6. This stage
is not reached at Lomivann.

The usual starting poinc of 6iBcu3Bions of mecamorpnic 6ikkerenriarion is
Eskola (1932) and the development of strain-bands can be conducted in its
terms. The formation of alternating mica- and quartz-rich layers in the folded
fabric provides examples ok Eskola's 3econ6 and rkir6 principleB of 6ikkerenria
tion within a rock mass (1932, 70), namely the principles ok enricnmenr in
the most stable constituent and the solution principle. The "exogenous force"
(Eskola- 1932, 70) that drives the proceBB is 6ekorminZ stress. Thus the diffe
renriarion rikenornenon i3 a synkinematic one.

It K23 long been supposed that quartz re26ilv migrates and Eskola (1932, 77)
made special reference to such migration. Voll (1960, 556, 557) has described
itB importance both in general in metamorphic rocks and in p2rcicular in the
development of mica films on secondary schistosity planes in situations very
like rkar under 6iBcnBBion kere. Voll, ko^vever, attribureB the Zenerarion of the
fine plications of the schistosity directly to shear planes, the mica films
forming on Buck tilaneB by the Bolurion ok c^ualt? and relative enrichment in
micas. In the Sulitjelma rocks, however, no clear-cut shears are present for
3ckiBto3irv is continuous rkrouZK the lcinli-b2n6B and rkeir inrern2l k0165 al
though there is markedly varied strain from layer to layer of the structure.

Conclusions
It i 56ikkiculr ro kit eke I.oniiv2nn liinlcb2n6B inro De^vev'F ci2Bsikic2rion

ok Icinlc stlucrules alrkouZK rkose paltB ok liinlc-ban63 v/kick paBB rkrouZK leBB
cloBelv koliate6 roclc are cloBe in Zeometrv co rkiB kourck Zroup, ckar ok Bmoorkl/
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curving similar folds. However, most of rke kink-bands are present in black
pkvllice6 and are Bi2r>Bided with koli2tion concinuouH rkrouZK them; thus they
are superficially similar to Dewey's third group (1965, 485) 2lrkouZK lacking
rke felt ok mica 2lonZ the kink-boundaries that ke de3cril)ed as characteristic
of tniB Zroup. It is the writer's view that Dewey is wrong in putting Clough's
strain bands in this third group where indeed he måkes them the type examples.
Although their geometry is close to that of the fourth group of Dewey the
writer reZal6B diouAn's exam^leB as ok the same oriZin as those of Lomivann,
that is, essentially simple shear kink-folds.

Clough's structures perhaps have more similarity with ordinary crenulation
cleavage than with kink-bands and their presence neie widens the discussion
to include the development of differentiation in crenulation or strain-slip
cleavage, a matter given general consideration by Roberts (1966, 848). The
writer has airead^ suggested a close similarity (Nicholson, 1966) for as Turner
and Weiss (1964, 465 and 487) have said crenulation cleavage is characterised
by "periodically spaced thin domains of intense stram" while "the intervening
laminae (the microlithons of De Sitter) show evidence of pronounced internat
Btrain in the form of crenui2te6 relic S foliation". It seems that in general
tneBe crenui2rion kol6B are simple snear srrucruleB 28 Roberts has described
(1966, 848) sometimes inodikieci by SiO -diffusion and metamorphic diffe
renri2ti«n.

The metamorphic differentiation of the Sulitjelma rocks i8 2 synkinematic
phenomenon involving the solution of quartz in, and its diffusion from, zones
of high stram and itB precipitation in adjacent less strained zones, mica remai
ning passive, the folds controlling its regular development being crenulations
of an earlier schistosity. Such crenulations and the differentiation structure
may occur within clear kink-band structures or within minor scale folds of
orker Bt^le. In all c2BeB rnere is a clear relarionBniri between fold Bi?e and Bt^le
and rne narure of tne lirnoloZic2i zec^uence. When deveioped in biZZer koidg
the structure parallels the axial Burkace of tke larver fold.

3ince Icinic-!)andB are c>eBt deveioped in rkinl^ koli2red roclcB eke I)2ndB 2nd
eke reiared dikkerenri2tion Brrucrure are ck2lacreriBtic producrB ok i2re dekorm2

rion pk23eB in 3ckiBtose rocl(8. Lxcepr lor rnica and c^uarrx rke rnineraloZ^ ok
tke earlier roclc i8not relev2nr. kor ex2rnple 2t KstunZamo in DZanda (^ickol-

SQN, I96)) good dikkerentiarion occurB in Btaulolite BckiBt3 (kiZ. 1, I>sickoiBon,
1966) ar 3ulirielm2 2nd doxv2l ir occuls in lnuck loxver Al2de roclcB- Ic i8
cle2l rk2r rke development ok dikkerenti2tion xvill inkil?it «r BtronZlv modikv
lilnii-20ne evolution 30 ik2t ir M2V be onl/ in mic2-rick rocl(8 rkar rke clim2x
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of the conjugate relation, the development of folds affecting all the rock will
be reached (Paterson and Weiss, 1966, 367, Fig. 17, Roberts, 1966).

McNamara (1965), has proposed that the development of quartz segregations
(not all of kink-band type) in the lower-grade schists of Cowal has a broad
P-I' contlol as segregations do nor occur in the lowest gråde of the region.
He also proposes (1965, 374) that the marked differences in amount of quartz
zeZreZation between occu«ence3 in massive greywacke and mica scniBtB is
attributable "to the increased amount of solution ok quartz in the more sheared
rock, because abnormally high surface energies on portions of the detrital quartz
grains, due to stress, cause the silica to dissolve more readily, leading to super
saniracion of the pore fluid; on relaxation of tne stress, the czuaet? is redepo
sited". To fit the petrographic evidence of stram bands it is necessary to
modify McNamara's hypothesis to allow synkinematic precipitation in a less
strained zone.
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